SOCIAL ANALYTICS SHAPE PR STRATEGIES AND INFORM RECOMMENDATIONS

Applying Social Insights for a Dozen Clients

Spong uses NetBase for about a dozen clients, almost the agency’s entire client roster. Cavan Regan Reichmann, Director of Social Engagement at Spong says, “For many of them we produce tracking reports that cover any interval they request, from hourly to quarterly. Other clients use social listening for strategic planning, where we pull in insights to write annual PR plans or develop a brand voice. We also give clients a Brand Passion Index report quarterly, and on a monthly basis look at conversation drivers, sentiment drivers, sources of conversation, and influencers. We put those reports on an agency template, but all the data and insights come from NetBase.”

He says the agency also uses NetBase extensively in preparing pitches to prospective clients. “We do a lot of social research when we’re learning about a new category or a new competitive set or even just a set of conversation drivers that are key to whatever industry we’re researching. Topics, brands, and categories—we look at them all through the lens of social.”

One of the most important use cases for the agency is crisis communications. For clients in home brands and food and beverage, Reagan Reichmann says Spong uses NetBase to monitor the online conversation around developing issues and come up with a plan based on where the conversations are and where they seem to be heading.

Creating the Spong Social Tracker

The Spong social engagement team and the agency’s social analytics offerings have grown rapidly over the past two years, says Reagan Reichmann, and he credits NetBase as a major driver of that growth. The agency offers a branded social analytics capability called Spong Social Tracker, which is based on NetBase and adds data from other sources, including marketing, email and digital channels.

Reagan Reichmann describes how teams at Spong incorporate Social Tracker into their workflow as they develop content and social strategies for clients. “The social strategy team does research to develop brand strategy and targeting information for our clients or prospects,” he says. “To do that, they’ll analyze trends in social and digital, looking for conversations, sites, and behaviors that really pop with a specific demographic. NetBase surfaces those things, and the team can see if there are opportunities or insights there.”

At that stage, he says, “the social engagement team gets involved and develops an overall content strategy or a social strategy, based on research the strategy team has done. What we’re doing is using NetBase to figure out who the audience is, what we can say to them about the brand, where we should talk to them, and how we may want to shift the conversation. Once we implement the strategy, we use the tracker to analyze the conversation on an ongoing basis to track and optimize campaigns.”

RESULTS:
• Manage risk by actively monitoring with real-time analysis
• Win new business by informing new business pitches
• Surface insights to inform successful campaigns

“NetBase has given us a way, which didn’t exist that long ago, to analyze and get insights into the social conversation. That ties into our mission as a PR agency, which is helping us shift the public conversation and sentiment around topics on behalf of our clients.”

— Cavan Regan Reichmann, Director, Social Engagement Practice, Spong
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Recognizing Opportunities in Social Conversation

For a food client, Spong used NetBase to analyze the conversation around the company’s offerings and discovered lots of organic buzz and passion for the company’s gluten-free products. At that time, those products were not a focus of the company’s marketing. Spong developed a plan for the company to engage and expand that conversation, thereby creating greater awareness and raising the profile for the brand’s gluten-free products.

For its client Thermos, a manufacturer of insulated food and beverage containers, Spong used NetBase’s social monitoring capabilities to find an opportunity to build a relationship with a key influencer. Mark Hoppus, bassist and vocalist for the pop-punk band blink-182, has more than 2.6 million Twitter followers. He tweeted and posted a Vine video about his Thermos named Nicolas, but he wasn’t tagging the brand. Through organic outreach, Spong began chatting with Mark, which led him to post several photos of Thermos products. Mark retweeted a Thermos tweet when the brand launched #ThermosThursday, getting the campaign in front of his millions of followers.

The social interactions Spong initiated led to a full partnership with Mark, including the launch of a Hi My Name Is Mark Genuine Thermos Brand limited edition bottle and giveaways on his Twitter channels and the Thermos Facebook page.

The NetBase Solution

NetBase enables progressive brands and agencies to see their brand through the eyes of their consumers and take a data-driven approach to support their most important business initiatives. Recognized as a leader in enterprise social listening by Forrester, NetBase is proven to increase revenue, reduce cost, improve productivity, and manage risk. With the NetBase platform:

- Instantly surface global insights across the social web, spanning 199 languages from over 200M sources
- Understand every post in real-time, surfacing sentiment, emotions, behaviors, and much more with NetBase Patented Language Processing
- Make instant and accurate decisions by integrating social media data with business KPIs in real-time NetBase LIVE Pulse dashboards
- Manage risk by being the first to know and quick to respond with the most comprehensive Alert Suite
- Receive best in class on boarding, support, and consulting services across your entire organization

NetBase BENEFITS:
- Leader in Social Analytics - according to Forrester
- 99.5% customer satisfaction rate
- 9X faster than competitors
- 70% more accurate than competitors
- Fastest growing social analytics company

NetBase is the award-winning social analytics platform that global companies use to run brands, build businesses, and connect with consumers every second. Its platform processes millions of social media posts daily for actionable business insights for marketing, research, customer service, sales, PR, and product innovation.

NetBase Clients Include:

- Target
- Coca-Cola
- Visa
- Credit Suisse
- Ogilvy
- Taco Bell
- Forrester Leader Q1 2016
- Top Rated Social Media Monitoring
- EMEA 2015
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